DISTRICT 5000 INTERNATIONAL SERVICE TEAM 2020 - 21

Purpose: the D5000 International Service Team works with local clubs, “...to develop international projects and design global grants of higher quality and greater scale by leveraging local Rotarian expertise, establishing connections between clubs in the district and a host or international partner, and creating a network of local experts to help with project planning and the grant process” (taken from the RI website). I.e. we are in an advisory capacity.

Team Members (with their specialties in parenthesis):

Murray Visser (Team Leader) RC Windward Oahu; visserrm@hotmail.com; 808-389-9751.

Arjun Aryal (PhD in geophysics) RC Honolulu Sunset; aryala@gmail.com; 808-255-5139.

Sam Bello (Financial Literacy & Vocational Trng Team) RC Windward Sunrise; sam@belloadvisers.com; 808-255-8318.

Dr. James Ham (District Global Grants Chair) RC Honolulu Sunset; james.ham@gmail.com; 360-480-7194.

Mark Harbison (District Rotary Foundation Vice Chair) RC Kihei Wailea; markaharbison@gmail.com; 808-283-3785.

George Kelsey (Logistics, Construction, Maintenance, Clean Water) RC WERotary; kelsey44@gmail.com; 808-284-0926.

Alan Kusunoki (Global Scholar & Peace Fellow Chair) RC Hilo; aakusunoki@aol.com; 808-938-6771.

Dr. Paul Moroz (Health) RC Honolulu Sunset; pjmoroz@gmail.com; 808-628-0388.

Laura Steelquist (District Rotary Foundation Chair) RC East Honolulu; laura@himed.cc; 808-221-0126.